Consider the problem of testing the composite null hypothesis that a random sample Xl' •.. , X n is from a parent which is a member of a particular continuous parametric family of distributions against an alternative that it is from a separate family of distributions, It is shown here that in many cases a uniformly most powerful similar (UMPS) test exists for this problem, and, moreover, that this test is equivalent to a uniformly most powerful invariant (UMPI) test. It is also seen in the method of proof used that the UMPS test statistic is a function of the statistics U l , . .. , U n _ k obtained by the conditional probability integral transformations (CPIT), and thus that no information is lost by these transformations, It is also shown that these optimal tests have power that is a monotone function of the null hypothesis class of distributions, so that, for example, if one additional parameter for the distribution is assumed known, then the power of the test can not decrease. Two readily established but important properties of CPIT transformations are given. It is first shown that the statistics given by these transformations are independent of the complete sufficient statistic, and that these statistics have important invariance properties.
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SUMMARY
Consider the problem of testing the composite null hypothesis that a random sample Xl' •.. , X n is from a parent which is a member of a particular continuous parametric family of distributions against an alternative that it is from a separate family of distributions, It is shown here that in many cases a uniformly most powerful similar (UMPS) test exists for this problem, and, moreover, that this test is equivalent to a uniformly most powerful invariant (UMPI) test. It is also seen in the method of proof used that the UMPS test statistic is a function of the statistics U l , . .. , U n _ k obtained by the conditional probability integral transformations (CPIT), and thus that no information is lost by these transformations, It is also shown that these optimal tests have power that is a monotone function of the null hypothesis class of distributions, so that, for example, if one additional parameter for the distribution is assumed known, then the power of the test can not decrease. Two readily established but important properties of CPIT transformations are given. It is first shown that the statistics given by these transformations are independent of the complete sufficient statistic, and that these statistics have important invariance properties.
Some examples are given for particular f~ilies. These include testing the two-parameter uniform family against the two-parameter exponential family to illustrate the transformation approach given here for constructing UMPS tests. The problem of testing a scale parameter exponential family against a shape parameter lognormal family is considered fOl' the~hape pararLeter known} and for it unknown. Some empirical power results have been computed for the tests proposed here for these two problems, and these results are compared with those of other writers.
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INTRODUCTION
Let Xl' •.. , X n be a sample from a continuous parent distribution. We are interested in testing that this sample is from one family of distributions against the alternative that it is from another family where these families are separate as defined by Cox (1961) . Cox (1961 Cox ( , 1962 has given a general method for deriving tests for these problems. His tests are based on the logarithm of the maximum likelihood ratio-MLR tests. Jackson (1968) and Atkinson (1970) have both considered the MLR method further and developed some particular tests.
Invariant tests are also important for the separate families testing problem. Lehmann (1959) gave the general theory of uniformly most powerful invariant (UMPI) tests. In an earlier paper Lehmann (1950) attributes the -3 -and has relatively good power. Dumonceaux and Antle (1973) give the MLR procedure for discriminating between lognormal and Weibull distributions.
Most goodness-of-fit tests can be used as tests of separate hypotheses.
However, since these tests ignore the alternative hypothesis they would be expected to have less power than tests that utilize knowledge of the alternative family. There is no assurance that this loss of power will in fact occur, unless the test with which a goodness-of-fit test is being compared has maximwfi power among a class of tests to which both tests belong. Goodness-of-fit tests can have unexpected power properties, such as those reported by pyer (1974) , and independently by Stephens (1974) . They found empirically that if the null hypothesis class is contracted by assuming a parameter to be known, that the power of some tests is decreased. This cannot happen for the most powerful tests considered here, and a statement and proof of this is given in Theorem 4.4. below.
The conditional probability integral transformations (CPIT) were introduced in O'Reilly and Quesenberry (1973) . These transformations can be used to transform a sample Xl' ... , X from a k-parameter continuous null hypothesis class n to a set U l ' ••. , U of independently and identically distributed uniform n-k random variables on the unit interval --i.i.d. U(O,l). Then many goodnessof-fit test statistics can be used to test the uniformity of the U's on the (n-k) dimensional hypercube, and the test results applied to the original composite null hypothesis testing problem. The advantage of this approach is largely practical, for it allows the use of the same distributional results (tables, limiting distributions, etc.) The basic approach adopted here of seeking a most powerful test among the class of similar tests is, we feel, obviously reasonable. If one is interested in testing that a sample is from a particular parametric family; such a,s N(~,cr2), say; against some alternative outside the family, then the test should treat all members of the family the same, i.!., all normal distributions are "equally" normal. Also, all of the test statistics, of which we are aware, that have been proposed for testing these types of composite null hypotheses have distributions that are the same for every member of the null hypothesis class. The tests therefore are all similar, and only similar tests seem to ever be used, anyway.
THE MODEL: TERMINOLOGY, NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
We shall frequently use terminology given in Lehmann (1959) ; Chapter 6, invariance, is especially relevant.
Let X denote a Borel set of real numbers, a the Borel subsets of X, and
) denote a vector of independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables, each distributed according to an absolutely continuous distribution P on the Borel space (I,u); and, further, suppose that P is a member of a parametric class of distributions P = [Pe; 8 e o}. The set o is assumed to be a k-dimensional Borel set with elements e = (e l , ••. , e k ).
It is also assumed that there exists a k-dimensional sufficient statistic T = (T l , •.. , T k ) for P (or 0), defined on the sample space (In,a n ) =
i.~., pn is a class of product measures on (Xn,a n ) corresponding to P. 1he class p n is also written as p n = [P~; e eO}. If (Xl' •.
• , X n _ k ) given T has an absolutely continuous distribution, we say P has absolute continuity rank n k, i.~., a.c.r. P is n -k (cf. O'ReillY and Quesenberry (1973) ).
Let g:
n X~X be a one-to-one transformation, and let g be the corresponding one-to-one transformation of X n onto In defined by
. For each gn, suppose there exists a function g: n~0 (or pn~pn) such that Pge(X e gnA) =Pe(X e A) for every A e an. Let G denote a transformation group on X, gn the corresponding transformation group on Xn, and Gthe corresponding transformation group on n (that G n is a transformation group is easily seen, that G is a group follows from Lehmann (1959) usual abuse of notation the same symbol,~.~., g or g will be used to denote a point function and the corresponding set function. The following lemma is a well-known result in probability theory that provides a convenient starting point for this work.
Lemma 2.1
For g: I~I, one-to-one onto, and S a statistic on (Xn,a n ), then the distribution function of the conditional distribution of
Proof. Let e e n be fixed and e' also be an element of n. Then there exists age G such that for the corresponding g, e' = ge. Let -8 -3. SOME PROPERTIES OF CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY TRANSFORMATIONS Conditional probability integral transformations are introduced in O'Reilly and~uesenberry (1973) . In this section we assume that a.c.r. P is n -k, i.e., that the conditional distribution of (Xl'
T is absolutely continuous.
are independently and identically distributed U(O,l) random variables. From this and a result of Basu (1955) , the next theorem is immediate.
Theorem 3.1.
is a complete and sufficient statistic for • •. , U k) are independent vectors • nThis theorem has important applications for constructing inference procedures that may be alternatives to nonparametric or robust procedures.
The sufficient statistic T contains all the information for making inferences within the family P (or 0), whereas the statistic U = (U l , •.
• , U n _ k ) contains information about the family P. Thus U may be used to make inferences about the class P, such as a goodness-of-fit test for the class P, and T to make a parametric test within P, and the independence exploited to assess overall error rates. Inferences based on U are considered in the following sections.
In the next theorem we shall require that the statistic T be dOUbly transitive
The following lemma is a consequence of the fact that the transforming functions of (3.1) are (conditional) continuous distribution functions.
Lemma 3.1. In the conditional space for fixed T = t, there is a.s. a one-to-
and (Xl' ••• , X n ) are equivalent statistics, in this space.
MOST POWERFUL SIMILAR TESTS FOR SEPARATE FAMILIES
We consider using the sample (Xl' •.
• , X n ) from a parent probability distribution P on (X,G) to test the null hypothesis (4.1) against the composite alternative (4.2)
and~n P l =¢. It will sometimes be useful to consider a simple alternative
We assume in the sequel that the a.c.r. of P is n -k. where c is determined by P[h l Then cp' = l-cp, and if Proof. Let~= w(u(x l ' •.
• , x n » as in Theorem 4.1.
Po € Po and P l € PI' it follows that EPl(cp') =~, say, E (~') = a' = I-a. Or, for~fixed a' is a maximum. under the alternative hypothesis. In many problems, but not all, this is a difficult problem due to the rather complex nature of the u-transformations.
In section 5 we consider some examples using the CPIT transformation approach. This property is not shared by the MLR tests of for deriving the UMPS test, since the transformations and distributions involved are different and one derivation will sometimes be much easier than the other.
Finally, it should be mentioned that the results of this section may be very helpful for testing separate families for some cases When the assumptions required for the optimal tests discussed here do not hold. The most common problem where the assumptions do hold is probably that of testing two locationscale parameter families. However, if the null and alternative families are not conformable, then some alternative approach~ay be attractive. For example, by using Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 it is often possible to find a MPS test against one member of an alternative family, or, even against a subclass of an alternative family; but the test may dBpend upon further nuisance parameters.
It may then be possible to obtain a nonoptimal but very good test by estimating the parameters in the forgoing optimal test. A problem of this type is considered in section 5 below, where we consider testing a scale parameter exponential family against a shape parameter lognormal family, and a veF~good test is obtained~y estimating the lognormal parameter in the MPS test for testing a scale parameter exponential family'against'a particular lognormal distribution.
APPLICATIONS
In this section we consider two examples.
Example 5.1 Unif'orm~expoh~ntial Let P be the unif'orm distributions with densities o and PI be the exponential family with densities A exp [-A(X-S)} I(S,co)(x) , A >°.
Both of these are 10catioR-scale parameter families, and the conditions f'or Theorem 4.2 are readily verified. Uthoff (1973) has given the UMPI test f'or testing Po~Pl' which rejects for small values of (X-X~)j(X(n)-x(l).
We give the CPIT derivation now. CPIT transformations for sample observations The constant in the density hI is not needeq and will be omitted in the following development. The joint density of zl' .•• , zn is
The joint density of u 1
Integrating out u l and un gives for the joint density of u 2 ' The problem of deciding whether data is exponentially or lognormally distributed arises in the study of survival times of microorganisms which have been exposed to a disinfectant or poison (£!. Irwin (1942) ). Cox (1961 Cox ( , 1962 developed an MLR test for this problem and gave the asymptotic distribution of the test statistic. For this problem P is the family of distributions o with densities
and PI is the family with densities,
We shall consider two cases. First, we consider testing P of (5.8) o against a particular member of PI of (5.9), i.~., the case for a known.
For the second case we consider testing Po~Pl with a unknown. Since P o and PI are not conformable, the test obtained will not be UMPS or UMPI for this second case.
I, a known Srinivasan (1970) has studied the power of two Kolmogorov-Srnirnov type goodness-of-fit statistics for this problem for a number of values of a • See also, Schafer, Finkelstein, and Collins (1972) This same formula can also be obtained from Lehmann (1959) . The denominator of the ratio in (5.10) is
The numer~tor of the ratio in (5.10) is proportional to The second digit after the decimal is in some cases in doubt.
The purpose of this table is to allow comparisons of other tests with this best test. The same values of 0' have been used as were used by Srinivasan (1970) , and by Schafer, Finkelstein, and Collins (1972) . The powers of We give in Table 5 .2 some * significance points for the statistic T e,L
The power of this test has also been computed for the same values of 0' as were given in Table 5 .1, and these values are also given in Table 5 .2. The values in Table 5 .2 are all based on 5,000 samples. In some cases the second digit after the decimal is doubtful. 
